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The most used video editing software in the media and entertainment industry. Trusted by
professional editors in every segment of movie making, television, broadcast, and streaming media.
Accelerate storytelling and power through editing with Media Composer.
Media Composer - Video Editing Software - Avid
Work faster, not harder Media Composer takes care of the time-consuming tasks for you, so you
can focus purely on telling your story. From automating complex tasks and rendering effects in the
background, to simplifying high-res workflows and managing media, you get timesaving tools that
work the way you want—with what you want—without getting in the way of your creativity.
Media Composer | Ultimate - Video Editing Software - Avid
Avid Media Composer is a film and video editing software or non-linear editing system (NLE) and is
the flagship product of Avid Technology.Initially released in 1989 on Macintosh II as an offline
editing system, the application has since evolved to allow for both offline and online editing,
including uncompressed standard definition (SD), high definition (HD), 2K and 4K editing and
finishing.
Media Composer - Wikipedia
Overview Lightspeed Live Capture is a flexible and scalable video capture solution supporting four
(4) SD/3G-HD SDI inputs, or one (1) DCI 4K/UHD input, or
Lightspeed Live Capture - Telestream
Intraware has been supplying the world's best VFX software, new media & post production
technologies and expertise to Australia since 1995.
Intraware Australia: VFX software distributer to the ...
“mxfSPEEDRAIL solved our overflow recording issues economically and efficiently. The ease of
integration along with the continued development of software makes this an easily justifiable
purchase. mxfSPEEDRAIL allows us additional channels of recording capabilities in times when there
are just too many events occurring at the same time.
MOG Technologies | End-to-End Solutions for Professional Media
PARTICLE ILLUSION. It’s back! Renowned Particle Illusion (formerly particleIllusion) gets a total
overhaul in Continuum 2019. Redesigned from the ground up as a 64-bit application, Particle
Illusion gives editors and artists access to an easy-to-use, powerful, high-end particle and motion
graphics generator.
Boris FX | Continuum 2019
Digital cinematography is the process of capturing (recording) a motion picture using digital image
sensors rather than through film stock.As digital technology has improved in recent years, this
practice has become dominant. Since the mid-2010s, most of the movies across the world are
captured as well as distributed digitally.. Many vendors have brought products to market, including
...
Digital cinematography - Wikipedia
HDX-SDI Overview. Add comprehensive, professional video capture and monitoring to your Mac or
Windows computer with support for uncompressed HD and SD, Apple ProRes, Avid DNxHD, and
many other popular workflows.
MOTU.com - HDX-SDI Overview
Overview. Say hello to MOCHA PRO 2019!Mocha Pro is the Academy Award-winning planar tracking
tool for visual effects and post-production. With a proven record on the world’s most notable film
and television projects, Mocha is valued by effects artists and editors for its unique ability to reduce
the time-consuming keyframing associated with high-end VFX and finishing.
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Boris FX | Mocha 2019
8K resolution is the highest with regard to horizontal resolution in both digital television and digital
cinematography. This means that it is equivalent to two times the horizontal and vertical
resolutions of 4K UHD and sixteen times the number of pixels in Full HD.
8K
DeckLink 8K Pro is an advanced Generation 3, 8 lane PCI Express capture and playback card
designed for high resolution 8K workflows. Featuring four 12G‑SDI connections, DeckLink 8K Pro
supports all SD, HD, Ultra HD, 4K DCI, 8K and 8K DCI formats.
DeckLink | Blackmagic Design
Creative Services. sales@point360.com. Point.360’s Creative Services division has a full offering of
all of the usual suspects; HD, 2k, UHD, 4k and HDR workflows, color-correction with DaVinci
Resolve, dual-platform (Flame and Avid) conform editing, VFX, motion graphics and dailies.
point360.com – Entertainment Post Production
Play with the BITDEPTH, to see the impact on quality.Change the number of LEVELS to see how
wavelets work. Set the ERRORGAIN to amplify the difference between the source and the decoded
image. Increase the GENERATIONS to see it makes very little difference on the quality.. Brief History
on CineForm. The CineForm video codec was developed in between 2001 and 2002 as a light
weight compressed ...
CineForm Introduction | cineform-sdk by gopro
UltraStudio for Thunderbolt models are perfect for high performance work that demands the
highest quality. Using a single Thunderbolt cable, you can easily connect any Thunderbolt computer
or laptop for amazing on set color correction, editing, visual effects and video streaming.
UltraStudio | Blackmagic Design
New to StudioXperience? StudioXperience is Waskul Entertainment’s state-of-the-art broadcast
studio and technology showcase. It has appeared as a featured venue at events in North America,
Europe and Asia.
StudioXperience | Waskul.TV's live broadcast venue and ...
Contact Impress DSGVO/GDPR. TV Playout and Radio Automation . TV Automation Software for
Microsoft Windows . mediatron TV Suite - Digital TV Workflow Solution. mediatron TV Suite - a
revolutionary TV Automation Solution based on mediatron‘s proven Software Technology Platform,
running under MS-Windows on standard off-the-shelf Server Hardware.
.: mediatron - Solutions for Broadcasters for: Radio TV IP ...
My simple aspiration is to help business professionals raise their game and create meaningful
change. I do that through training, coaching, facilitation, writing and speaking on three key
leadership development themes: strategy, innovation, and operations. I teach master classes in
these areas using the most powerful high performance frameworks in business today.
Matthew E. May - High Peformance Training & Coaching
Chroma Sampling. The CCDs that capture our image inside our video camera, capture colour by the
use of Red, Green, and Blue filters. The phosphors in our CRT monitor, and filters in our LCD
monitor and DLP projector also use Red, Green and Blue filters.
Chroma Sampling: An Investigation - Nattress Effects
The T2 4K digital recorder/players are 4K DCI, 4K UHD or HD/SD audio/video playout centers,
available in three configurations for virtually every situation. The front-panel transport controls
have the look and feel of a traditional VTR. In 4K mode (DCI or UHD), one record or one output
channel supports 4K content. In HD/SD mode one record and two output channels support SD and
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